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A. Classify the animals under each category. (10 x 2 = 20) 
 

 

 

B. Match the questions with the answers. (5 x 2 = 10) 

1. What is this animal? ..........   a) It lives in the wild in Thailand. 

2. Where does it live?  ..........   b) It’s a Prayoon Thonjon. 

3. What does it look like?  ..........   c) It eats meat. 

4. What does it eat?  ..........   d) It’s one metre long. 

5. How long is it?   ..........       e) It has got short legs, hard scales and very sharp teeth. 
 

C. Match the words with their meanings. (5 x 2 = 10) 

1. habitat  ..........  a) to continue to live in a difficult or dangerous situation  

2. prey  ..........           b) very large or very big 

3. jungle  ..........  c) the natural home of a plant or an animal  

4. survive  ..........  d) forest in a tropical part of the world 

5. enormous  ..........  e) a hunted animal for food by another animal 
 

D. Fill in the gaps with the correct question word. (5 x 2 = 10) 

A: 1. .................................................. pets have you got? 

B: Only one. It’s a dog. 

A: 2. .................................................. does it look like? 

B: It’s very beautiful. It’s brown. 

A: 3. .................................................. is it? 

B: It’s two years old. 

A: 4. .................................................. does it weigh? 

B: About 15 kilos. 

A: 5. .................................................. does it eat? 

B: Three times a day. 
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How much 

How old 

How often 

How many 

What 

piranha - crocodile - eagle - tortoise – shark - giraffe - parrot - cheetah - snake - kangaroo 
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E. Fill in the gaps with at, on or in. (3 x 3 = 9) 

16. We go on holiday ........... August.   17. His birthday is ........... 1st March. 

18. I usually go to bed ........... 10 o’clock.    
 
F. Write the years. (3 x 3 = 9)yazilihocam.com 

19. 1863 :................................................................................................  

20. 1989 :................................................................................................ 

21. 2005 :................................................................................................ 
 
 
G. Use the following sentences to complete the dialogue. (4 x 3 = 12)  

A: 1.............................................................................................. 

B: He was a British writer. 

A: Where was he born? 

B: 2. .............................................................................................. 

A: 3 .............................................................................................. 

B: In 1812. 

A: When did he die? 

B: 4 .............................................................................................. 
 
H.  Write the past form of the given verbs. (10x2:20 pts) 

1. Go  _______________ 

2. Cry  _______________ 

3. Study _______________ 

4. Be  _______________ 

5. Eat  _______________ 

 

 

 

 

6. Die  _______________ 

7. Take _______________ 

8. Win  _______________ 

9. Fly  _______________ 

10. Have ______________  

L. Circle the correct answer. (2x6=12 Pt

1. Tigers are ..................... animals. 

 

A. wild           B. poisonous   

C. omnivore    D. herbivores 

 

2. Herbivores eat .............................. 

 

A. meat  B. insect   C. fish    D. plants 

 

3. Pandas are.................... animals. People 

shouldn't hunt them. 

 

A. small           B. bad     

C. domestic     D. endangered 

  

 

4. Sharks are ................ and they live ................. 

 

       A. wild/ in oceans          B. omnivore/ on desert   

       C. herbivores/ in the forest  D. carnivores/ in jungle 

 

       5.How often do you go cycling? 

A. I like it.    B. Twice a week.    

C. It is an indoor activity.  D. I prefer commercial. 

 

6.    What does Kenan look like? 

 

A. He is tall and overweight.  B. He is generous. 

C. He is my friend.   D. He prefers watching news

When was he born? 

In 1870. 

In Portsmouth, England. 

Whowas Charles Dickens? 



 


